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Mission Statements
Conexiones:
To ensure that every Hispanic student in Howard County will complete high school and will continue in
productive and satisfying directions.
To develop partnerships with schools, community organizations, businesses, community leaders and parents to
provide comprehensive programs to advance the leadership capabilities and educational achievement of
Howard County Hispanic youth.

Howard County Public School System:
Our Mission: We cultivate a vibrant learning community that prepares students to thrive in a dynamic world.
Our Vision: Every student is inspired to learn and empowered to excel.
Goal 1 - Every student achieves academic excellence in an inspiring,
engaging, and supportive environment.
Goal 2 - Every staff member is engaged, supported, and successful.
Goal 3 - Families and the community are engaged and supported as
partners in education.
Goal 4 - Schools are supported by world-class organizational practices.
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Primary Discussion Points

• Hispanic participation in GT Program and Advanced Placement
Courses
• Appropriate staffing of Hispanic Achievement Liaisons
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Conexiones Objectives in working with HCPSS & BOE
• Meet the MSDE Four Year Cohort Graduation Rate standard

• Attain GT Program participation of Hispanic students in Elementary and
Middle Schools reflective of the segment’s percent to total student
population

• Attain AP course participation of Hispanic students in High School
reflective of the segment’s percent to total student population

• Ensure adequate staffing of Hispanic Achievement Liaisons across the
school system to meet the opportunities and challenges of a growing
Hispanic student population
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Drop Out Rate - HCPSS should be lauded for their recent success

2011 Dropout Rate % = 15.36%

SOURCE: Maryland Report Card, 2014

2013 Dropout Rate % = 8.98%
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Graduation Rate - HCPSS should be lauded for their recent success

Segment

2010

All Students

89.53%

Hispanic

79.30%

SOURCE: Maryland Report Card, 2014

Gap

2013

Gap

93.25%

10.3%

85.76%

7.49%
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GT Participation Data By Student Group (ES 2 to 5)

SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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GT Participation Data By Student Group (ES 4 & 5)

While Math GT enrollment has steadily
gone up , on a percent basis it lags the overall
Hispanic student representation to total enrollment.

SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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GT Participation Data By Student Group (MS)

SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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Population and AP Participation By Hispanic Student Group

• While there was an increase in AP participation from 2013 to 2014, the Hispanic
AP participation still lags its overall student representation.
– We know that getting our students to be college ready is greatly influenced by their
participation in AP courses.

SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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Most Popular AP Taken by Hispanic Segment (2011 – 2014)

• Drastic fall-off from most “popular” AP classes to STEM related – trend for 4 years is
ongoing.
SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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STEM Participation – “Career Readiness”
While all fulfilling careers are important – we know that most of tomorrow’s opportunities will come from STEM
related fields of study. The same rigor and demands in high school will influence college and career readiness.

•

While there was a 7.8% increase in STEM AP participation by Hispanic segment the following still poses
challenges/concerns:
−
−

In 2014, only 1.9% of the total Hispanic student enrollment in AP courses, took a STEM related AP class.
Of the total STEM AP enrollment in STEM (5,394) only 3.9% of those are from Hispanic student
enrollment.

SOURCE: Data received from HCPSS, 3/27/14
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Appropriate Staffing
1.

The Hispanic Achievement Liaisons continue to assist the HCPSS with goals
one, two, and three through their work with students, staff, families, and
community.

•

How does the HCPSS ensure there is appropriate staffing as the
Hispanic student population continues to grow?

•

How does the HCPSS ensure that liaisons are in place, at the
schools in need; not by requests from the community or
advocates but by a more disciplined approach reflected by the
school demographics?
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Our Ask
1. Continue your focus on potential drop outs (they disengage early)
and continued success with increasing the graduation rate.
2. What specific and intentional strategies are being implemented to
address Hispanic segment representation across GT Programs and
Advanced Placement enrollment relative to the previously cited
concerns?
3. Can we be assured that the Hispanic Achievement Liaison position,
included and approved in the Howard County budget, will be
confirmed by the BOE and HCPSS?
•

We need to get to a point where staffing is dictated by a
disciplined approach and not by “ad hoc” requests.
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Open Discussion / Next Steps
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